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– –

regions should be the loci of national literature’s raison 
d’être

tao

Duterte presidency. Morante’s new work Pinangga: Mga 
Sugilanon sa Gugma sa Panahon ng Kagoliyang 

the “zeitgeist” of the period using the
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The first story “Kung Dili Karon, Kanus a?” 
implicitly sets the direction of the book’s vision –

– –

remind the younger generation how the “days of disquiet 
and nights of rage” during the Marcos dictatorship have 

unded the nation. The succeeding story titled “Dadong, 
Asa Ka na Anak?” is probably the most remarkable among 
the pieces in the book. It dramatizes a father’s search for his 
activist son’s enforced disappearance. This nicely written 

ry converses with Khalil Gibran’s 
famous adage, “Your children are not your children. They 
are the sons and daughters of Life’s longing for itself.” This 
desaparecido story penetrates a father’s psyche while he 

reminds us to ask, “What is to be done?”
The story “Kang Kinsang Gugma ang mas 

Palabihon” sketches out the various shades and tints of 

by liberation theology. “May Kaugmaon ba ang mga 
Lumad” is an
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Peoples’ Rights Bill was enacted into law in 1997. It 

“marginalization” and “minoritization” in their yutang 
kabilin

’ rights to self
The last story in the book “Wala na Diay Bili ang 

Kinabuhi” narrates the gripping tale of a family victimized 
by the Duterte administration’s “war drugs” also 
known as “war poor.” It demonstrates how 

–
–

organized to “pacify” and “clean” Davao City in the 1980s 

peripheral of the nation’s periphery that extended up to the 

The power of Morante’s stories derives precisely from 

techniques and devices in Morante’s book, usually 
employed in writing the short story form. But Morante’s 
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history of emotions
tao

Kirin Narayan’s postulation that empirical details from 

of Narayan’s 

Pinangga: Mga Sugilanon sa Gugma sa Panahon sa 
Kagoliyang

–

theorist Svetlana Boym, “mourn but perform a labor of 

future.” Morante is a teller whose stories compel us to 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


